How to reach us

FROM THE AIRPORT The best way to reach our hotel from Marco Polo Airport is to get a private taxiboat
directly to our hotel (it takes about 40 minutes and it costs about euro 110,00 in total up to 4 people including
luggage during the day) or you may use the “Alilaguna” water bus service to Zattere boatstation (it takes about
1 hour and 40 minutes and it costs euro 17,00 each including luggage); from Zattere follow the canal on your
right and turn left after having crossed the first bridge on the way and follow the S. Vio Canal (fondamenta
Bragadin) for about 100 meters (just 2 minutes walk in total), you will find our hotel on the right side. Otherwise
from the airport you can take a public bus to Piazzale Roma (the direct one - atvo company - takes about 25
minutes and costs about 7,00 euro including luggage), or taxi car to Piazzale Roma then follow the directions
from Piazzale Roma.
FROM PIAZZALE ROMA OR RAILWAY STATION From Piazzale Roma (car parking) or from S. Lucia
Railway Station you can take a private taxi boat directly to our hotel (it takes 15 minutes and it costs about
65,00 euro in total up to 4 people including luggage) or a public waterbus number 1 or 2 to Accademia
boatstation (it takes about 30 minutes and it costs about euro 7,50 per person), then go left following direction to
Peggy Guggenheim Collection for about 100 meters and turn right after the first bridge (just 2 minutes walk in
total). PARKING We suggest you to park your car at the garage San Marco at Piazzale Roma so at your check
out we will give you a discount coupon to grant you a 20% discount on winter time and 10% discount the rest of
the year for the parking. Piazzale Roma is the bus terminal just at the end of the bridge from the land. If you
wish to reserve (min. stay: 2 nights), they accept only client’s direct reservation at the fax: +39 041 5289969 phone: +39 041 5232213 or on-line: www.garagesanmarco.it. Otherwise you may park your car at Tronchetto
Island just before Piazzale Roma and from there get line n.2 to Zattere.
FROM MARITTIMA OR TO MARITTIMA The best way to reach Marittima station or our hotel from
Marittima is to get a private water taxi (about euro 80,00 in total up to 4 people, 10 min ride). You can find also
the public transportation by “Alilaguna” from Zattere to the cruise dock and go back takes about 20 min. and
the cost is about euro 8,00. Usually the cruise companies arrange shuttles from Piazzale Roma to Marittima and
go back (please check directly with your cruise company).
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